Malicious cyber activity against healthcare services and facilities

Joint OEWG Report Proposal from Australia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Japan, Kazakhstan and United States of America. Further supporters of this proposal are invited and welcomed.

Building upon public statements made by many countries to date related to malicious cyber activity during COVID-19 pandemic, the following text is proposed for inclusion in the OEWG report.

Text for the Existing and Potential Threats

States expressed concern about the potential for increased exploitative state-sponsored malicious cyber activity that is inconsistent with international peace and security during global crises, including vis-à-vis critical infrastructure. States noted, with particular concern, reports of attempted and actual damage or impairment by cyber means of the use and operation of critical infrastructure providing services to the public (including healthcare/medical services, facilities and systems, and crisis response organisations) during the COVID-19 global pandemic. States recalled that international law applies to state conduct in cyberspace, as do norms of responsible state behaviour.

Text providing guidance on implementation of norms

(f) A State should not conduct or knowingly support ICT activity contrary to its obligations under international law that intentionally damages critical infrastructure or otherwise impairs the use and operation of critical infrastructure to provide services to the public.

(g) States should take appropriate measures to protect their critical infrastructure from ICT threats, taking into account General Assembly resolution 58/199 on the creation of a global culture of cybersecurity and the protection of critical infrastructures, and other relevant resolutions.

In providing guidance for the implementation of these norms, States should note that highlighting particular sectors as critical infrastructure is not intended to be an exhaustive list and does not impact on the national designation, or not, of any other sector, nor does it implicitly condone malicious activity against a category not specified.

The OEWG developed its report in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. In these circumstances, the OEWG underscored that all states considered medical services and medical facilities to be critical infrastructure for the purposes of norms (f) and (g).
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